TEENAGE BOOGIE

WELL IT'S A TEE-EENAGE BOOGIE ON A SATURDAY NIGHT

A TEENAGE BOOGIE HEY HEY
A TEENAGE BOOGIE HO HO
A HIGH SCHOOL BOOGIE HEY HEY
A HILLBILLY BOOGIE HO HO
A TEENAGE BOOGIE TEENAGE BOOGIE
IT'S A TEE-EENAGE BOOGIE ON A SATURDAY NIGHT

A SATURDAY NIGHT ABOUT A EIGHT O'CLOCK
A THIS OLD PLACE BEGINS TO REEL AND A ROCK
EVERYBODY GATHERS FROM A MILES AROUND
TO HEAR THEM A SING AS THEY SHUFFLE ON DOWN
A TEENAGE BOOGIE TEENAGE BOOGIE
IT'S A TEE-EENAGE BOOGIE ON A SATURDAY NIGHT

A TEENAGE BOOGIE HEY HEY
A TEENAGE BOOGIE HO HO
A HIGH SCHOOL BOOGIE HEY HEY
A HILLBILLY BOOGIE HO HO
A TEENAGE BOOGIE TEENAGE BOOGIE
IT'S A TEE-EENAGE BOOGIE ON A SATURDAY NIGHT

solo

THEY RAMBLE AND THEY JAMBLE TILL BROAD DAYLIGHT
THEY SING AND THEY JIVE EVERYTHING'S RIGHT
A TEENAGE BOOGIE ON A SATURDAY NIGHT
A HIGH SCHOOL BOOGIE MAKES EVERYTHING RIGHT
A TEENAGE BOOGIE TEENAGE BOOGIE
IT'S A TEE-EENAGE BOOGIE ON A SATURDAY NIGHT

A TEENAGE BOOGIE HEY HEY
A TEENAGE BOOGIE HO HO
A HIGH SCHOOL BOOGIE HEY HEY
A HILLBILLY BOOGIE HO HO
A TEENAGE BOOGIE TEENAGE BOOGIE
IT'S A TEE-EENAGE BOOGIE ON A SA-TUR-DAY NIGHT